THE FULL LINE OF FEATHERLITES FOR ANYTHING YOU WANT TO HAUL

fthr.com
featherlitespecialty.com
Featherlite offers the widest selection of horse trailers, including bumper pull, gooseneck and living quarters trailers. Choose your model and then go online at www.fthr.com for specs, floorplans, options and special offers.

Model 9652. 2-horse trailer features a rear ramp and aluminum wheels standard. This 6’7” wide trailer includes a 7’ straight load divider with shoulder separator and back leg on a removable post along with a camper door in the trailer’s v-nose.

Model 9751. Featherlite’s gooseneck-Model 9751 is available as a 3 or 4-horse model and includes extruded aluminum side panels and air spaces. It has a width of 6’7” and height of 7’ with a 2’ shortwall dressing room. Standard features include aluminum wheels, 2 outside tie rings per horse and an LED load light.

Model 9752. Straight load trailer features a 2+1 configuration with a rear ramp and side ramp. It includes a 24” walk through aluminum door and aluminum lined ceiling. Trailer is 6’7” wide, 7’6” tall and 22’ long.

Model 9751. Featherlite’s bumper pull Model 9751 is available in a 2 or 3-horse configuration and features extruded aluminum side panels and air spaces. It is 6’7” wide and 7’ tall and comes standard with aluminum wheels and an LED load light.

Model 9551. Slant load can be configured to hold 2 to 4 horses with a 7’, 7’6” or 8’ width. Stall size is 40”, 42” or 50”. The trailer has a standard side load door on 3H & 4H models. Dressing room short wall options range from 24” to 56”. Shown with optional silver side sheets and orange graphics.

Model 7451. Slant load can be configured to hold 2 to 4 horses with a 7’, 7’6” or 8’ width. Stall size is 40”, 42” or 50”. The trailer has a standard side load door on 3H & 4H models. Dressing room short wall options range from 24” to 56”. Shown with optional silver side sheets and orange graphics.

Model 9407. 2H straight load available in several floorplans, including an option with mangers and walk-through door. Side and rear ramp floorplans available. Choose from 41” or 48” dressing room. Shown with dual color sides, aluminum wheels and graphics.

Model 9409. This bumper pull is available in a 2, 3, or 4-horse slant load configuration with dressing room choices of 2’, 24” or 52”. Trailer includes double rear doors with pipe hardware and no center post.

Model 7442. This straight load 2-horse trailer with rear ramp and double doors above measures 7’ wide with an inside height of 7’6”. Choice of dressing room sizes includes 51” with walk thru door or 43”. The trailer features two 26” x 19” windows in the trailer nose.

Model 7441. Choose from 2H through 4H floorplans with the 7’ wide bumper pull slant load horse trailer 7441. Dressing room short wall options are 4’ or 24’. The trailer features a gravel guard, aluminum wheels, white aluminum lining above the wall rubber and one outside tie ring per horse per side.

Model 7442. This straight load 2-horse trailer with rear ramp and double doors above measures 7’ wide with an inside height of 7’6”. Choice of dressing room sizes includes 51” with walk thru door or 43”. The trailer features two 26” x 19” windows in the trailer nose.

Model 9407. 2H straight load available in several floorplans, including an option with mangers and walk-through door. Side and rear ramp floorplans available. Choose from 41” or 48” dressing room. Shown with dual color sides, aluminum wheels and graphics.

Model 9409. This bumper pull is available in a 2, 3, or 4-horse slant load configuration with dressing room choices of 2’, 24” or 52”. Trailer includes double rear doors with pipe hardware and no center post.

Model 7442. This straight load 2-horse trailer with rear ramp and double doors above measures 7’ wide with an inside height of 7’6”. Choice of dressing room sizes includes 51” with walk thru door or 43”. The trailer features two 26” x 19” windows in the trailer nose.

Model 9407. 2H straight load available in several floorplans, including an option with mangers and walk-through door. Side and rear ramp floorplans available. Choose from 41” or 48” dressing room. Shown with dual color sides, aluminum wheels and graphics.

Model 9409. This bumper pull is available in a 2, 3, or 4-horse slant load configuration with dressing room choices of 2’, 24” or 52”. Trailer includes double rear doors with pipe hardware and no center post.

Model 7442. This straight load 2-horse trailer with rear ramp and double doors above measures 7’ wide with an inside height of 7’6”. Choice of dressing room sizes includes 51” with walk thru door or 43”. The trailer features two 26” x 19” windows in the trailer nose.

Model 9407. 2H straight load available in several floorplans, including an option with mangers and walk-through door. Side and rear ramp floorplans available. Choose from 41” or 48” dressing room. Shown with dual color sides, aluminum wheels and graphics.

Model 9409. This bumper pull is available in a 2, 3, or 4-horse slant load configuration with dressing room choices of 2’, 24” or 52”. Trailer includes double rear doors with pipe hardware and no center post.

Model 7442. This straight load 2-horse trailer with rear ramp and double doors above measures 7’ wide with an inside height of 7’6”. Choice of dressing room sizes includes 51” with walk thru door or 43”. The trailer features two 26” x 19” windows in the trailer nose.

Model 9407. 2H straight load available in several floorplans, including an option with mangers and walk-through door. Side and rear ramp floorplans available. Choose from 41” or 48” dressing room. Shown with dual color sides, aluminum wheels and graphics.

Model 9409. This bumper pull is available in a 2, 3, or 4-horse slant load configuration with dressing room choices of 2’, 24” or 52”. Trailer includes double rear doors with pipe hardware and no center post.

Model 7442. This straight load 2-horse trailer with rear ramp and double doors above measures 7’ wide with an inside height of 7’6”. Choice of dressing room sizes includes 51” with walk thru door or 43”. The trailer features two 26” x 19” windows in the trailer nose.

Model 9407. 2H straight load available in several floorplans, including an option with mangers and walk-through door. Side and rear ramp floorplans available. Choose from 41” or 48” dressing room. Shown with dual color sides, aluminum wheels and graphics.

Model 9409. This bumper pull is available in a 2, 3, or 4-horse slant load configuration with dressing room choices of 2’, 24” or 52”. Trailer includes double rear doors with pipe hardware and no center post.
Model 9821. This living quarters trailer is 8’ wide with an inside height of 7’6”. The interior of the 9821 features solid wood cabinets, crown molding, jackknife sofa and solid wood edge countertops. The exterior of the trailer features aluminum wheels, stainless steel front sheets and front corners and a hydraulic jack. Floorplan options of 11’ to 17’.

Model 7821. The gooseneck Model 7821 is available in 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6-horse floorplans. This slant load trailer is 7’ wide with 40” stalls and a height of 7’. The dressing room has a 56” short wall, and the trailer comes with a convenient side unload door on 3H models and up.

Model 8541. Available with 8’ and 10’ living quarters floorplans, this model measures 7’ wide and is available in 2H, 3H or 4H floorplans. The trailer comes standard with aluminum wheels, white lined interior, a hydraulic jack and adjustable saddle rack, among other standard features. The trailer is 7’ wide with an inside height of 7’6”.

Model 7841. The Legend Edition 8542 is a slant load available in widths of 7’ or 7’6” in 2 to 6 horse floorplans. It features square cornered windows and doors and one tie ring per horse per side.

Model 85541. This slant load can be customized to hold 2 to 6 horses and offers many dressing room sizes. Model 85541 is available in widths of 7” or 7’6”. Shown with optional black side sheets, spare tire, graphics and aluminum wheels.

Model 7541. The gooseneck Model 7541 is available in 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6-horse floorplans. This slant load trailer is 7’ wide with 40” stalls and a height of 7’. The dressing room has a 56” short wall, and the trailer comes with a convenient side unload door on 3H models and up.

Model 9607. Straight load trailer is 6’7” wide with an inside height of 7’6”. Trailer available with numerous floorplans that include options of feed mangers and side ramps. Shown with side ramp option.

Model 9821. Model 9821 is a straight load 6-horse. It features a tack room and ramps on both sides of the trailer. Shown with many options including hay rack and black side sheets.

Model 8581. Featherlite’s fabulous living quarters model is available with many floorplans and with 2 to 6 horse stalls. Trailer is fully customizable. Horse area features standard white aluminum lining for brighter interior. Shown with many options.

Model 9822. Model 9822 features Featherlite’s Liberty living quarters, which include solid wood cabinetry, soft touch walls and ceilings, LED lighting throughout and other upgrades. Trailer is available in multiple floorplans in 2, 3 and 4-horse models. Width is 8’ and height is 7’6”.

* Some models shown with previous model year windows and feed doors.
A wide array of livestock and combo trailers are available. Choose your model and then go online at www.fthr.com for specs, floorplans, options and special offers.

**Model 8107.** Bumper pull stock trailer with aerodyne nose. Available in standard or low-profile heights (5’3”). Length options are 12’, 16’ and 20’.

**Model 8117.** Livestock trailer is a great value and option for your livestock hauling. It is available in 16’, 20’ and 24’ lengths and is 6’7” wide. It has an aluminum floor standard with a full-swing rear gate with lockable slider.

**Model 8127.** Gooseneck trailer Model 8127 is available in lengths ranging from 16’ to 36’ and comes with Featherlite’s durable all-aluminum floor. Choose from an almost endless list of customization options: 7’, 7’6” or 8’ wide.

**Model 8107.** Bumper pull stock trailer with aerodyne nose. Available in standard or low-profile heights (5’3”). Length options are 12’, 16’ and 20’.

**Model 8117.** Livestock trailer is a great value and option for your livestock hauling. It is available in 16’, 20’ and 24’ lengths and is 6’7” wide. It has an aluminum floor standard with a full-swing rear gate with lockable slider.

**Model 8127.** Gooseneck trailer Model 8127 is available in lengths ranging from 16’ to 36’ and comes with Featherlite’s durable all-aluminum floor. Choose from an almost endless list of customization options: 7’, 7’6” or 8’ wide.

**Model 8261.** Model 8261 is a double deck livestock semi trailer that features heavy duty extruded aluminum top/bottom rail, aluminum treadplate floor and split escape doors.

**Model 8270.** Semi stock trailer Model 8270 has corrugated aluminum treadplate floor and ramp behind rear center partition. Base lengths from 34 ft. to 53 ft.

**Model 8413 Combo.** Versatile Model 8413 combo trailer is available with either straight or slant wall dressing room and in widths of 7’, 7’6” or 8’. Haul cattle, horses and other livestock!

**Model 8417 Combo.** The gooseneck combo trailer measures an easy-to-tow 6’7” wide, is available in lengths of 16’, 20’ and 24’ and includes a slant or straight wall dressing room. The trailer comes standard with a wood floor, escape door and full swing rear gate.

**Model 8261.** Model 8261 is a double deck livestock semi trailer that features heavy duty extruded aluminum top/bottom rail, aluminum treadplate floor and split escape doors.

**Model 8270.** Semi stock trailer Model 8270 has corrugated aluminum treadplate floor and ramp behind rear center partition. Base lengths from 34 ft. to 53 ft.

**Model 8413 Combo.** Versatile Model 8413 combo trailer is available with either straight or slant wall dressing room and in widths of 7’, 7’6” or 8’. Haul cattle, horses and other livestock!

**Model 8417 Combo.** The gooseneck combo trailer measures an easy-to-tow 6’7” wide, is available in lengths of 16’, 20’ and 24’ and includes a slant or straight wall dressing room. The trailer comes standard with a wood floor, escape door and full swing rear gate.

**Model 8271.** The 8271 features an expanded carrying capacity, similar to that of semi stock trailers, yet has the exceptional maneuverability of a gooseneck. Fully customizable, the Model 8271 features a skid resistant extruded aluminum floor, triple axles and a radius roof rail.

**Model 8191.** Model 8191 livestock box is 41” tall, 3’6” wide and is available in lengths of 6’ or 7’6”. Truck box shown with optional polished side panels.
Featherlite car trailers are easy-towing and durable with customizable options available including custom workshops and living quarters. Choose your trailer and then go online at www.fthr.com for specs, floorplans, options and special offers.

**Model 4941.** Car hauler Model 4941 is available in lengths from 20 ft. to 45 ft. Fully customizable to your specifications. Add an LQ to make this model a toy hauler!

**Model 3112.** The gooseneck version of Model 3110, the 3112 comes in lengths of 20’, 24’, 26’ and 30’. The width is standard 8’6”. Power lift package optional on 24’ model.

**Model 4926.** Enclosed car hauler Model 4926 comes standard with a gravel guard and is available with unlimited options like dual and tri-colored panels, front ramps, cabinets and more! Fully customizable to your specifications. Shown with optional silver side sheets.

**Model 3182.** Bumper pull trailer features an increased fender-to-fender width giving you a wider platform for loading and hauling your vehicles. In addition, it includes removable fenders, standard aluminum wheels and two easy-to-load ramps with in-chassis storage. Available in widths of 16’ to 22’.

**Model 3110.** Model 3110 open car hauler features removable fenders and pull-out ramps. 14’, 17’6”, 20’, 22’ & 24’ lengths available as well as various widths. Options include skid loader edition, air dam and power lift package.

**Model 3150.** Wedge car trailer can transport up to 3 vehicles and is ideal for use by trailer and car dealerships and other commercial haulers.

**Model 4410.** A standard rear ramp and 36” or 48” camper door makes accessing your cargo easy in this great looking, durable car trailer featuring a spread axle design. The trailer is available in lengths of 20’, 24’ or 28’. Inside height is 7’, and width is 8’6”.

**Model 4941.** Car hauler Model 4941 is available in lengths from 20 ft. to 45 ft. Fully customizable to your specifications. Add an LQ to make this model a toy hauler!

**Model 4954 Coach.** Coach trailer Model 4954 is 14’ long and features a lift, back-up camera, two access doors (not shown) to allow for tie down access and storage/wardrobe cabinets.
Versatility comes standard with Featherlite’s recreational trailers. Use them to haul motorcycles, ATVs, dirt bikes, lawn mowers, construction equipment, snowmobiles and much more! Choose your model and then go online at www.fthr.com for specs, floorplans, options and special offers.
Enjoy the ease of hauling your equipment or cargo in an all-aluminum Featherlite. Choose your model and then go online at www.fthr.com for specs, floorplans, options and special offers.

**Model 1610 Utility.** Features premium Featherlite Advantage wood flooring to better protect your cargo and the trailer’s interior. Trailer features standard camper door and rear ramp.

**Model 1585 Flatbed.** Flatbed trailer Model 1585 is versatile for hauling many types of equipment. Trailer shown with optional beavertail and flip up ramps. Available up to 24,000 GVW.

**Model 1586 Flatbed.** Aluminum flatbed Model 1586 is equipped with a 2” rub rail with stake pockets on 24” centers, wood flooring and L.E.D. lights. It comes with 7K axles. Options include beaver tail, ramps and toolboxes. Trailer is available in lengths up to 26’ and with optional 8K axles.

**Model 3115 Tram.** 3115 passenger tram is suited for transporting approximately 30 people; great for parks & tourist attractions. Note: Back rests are now aluminum (not blue as pictured).

**Model 1651.** With a new style radius design, Model 1651 is available in widths of 6’6” and 8’0” and lengths of 8’6”, 9’4” and 11’0”. The pickup truck flatbed comes with a headache rack, trap door, stake pockets, mounting brackets and more!

**Model 1586 Flatbed.** Aluminum flatbed Model 1586 is equipped with a 2” rub rail with stake pockets on 24” centers, wood flooring and L.E.D. lights. It comes with 7K axles. Options include beaver tail, ramps and toolboxes. Trailer is available in lengths up to 26’ and with optional 8K axles.

**Model 1610 Utility.** Features premium Featherlite Advantage wood flooring to better protect your cargo and the trailer’s interior. Trailer features standard camper door and rear ramp.
Before deciding, *you should know*...

- A true “all aluminum” trailer has BOTH an aluminum substructure and aluminum skin (sides). NOTE: Aluminum skin with painted or electrogalvanized steel frame is NOT an aluminum trailer and is vulnerable to rust, corrosion and more rapid depreciation.
- Because of their superior durability, an all aluminum Featherlite trailer *can last a lifetime* with routine maintenance.
- Steel trailers are heavier than all-aluminum trailers. Many trailer owners, who have owned both steel and aluminum trailers, report that towing an all-aluminum Featherlite leads to a *significant fuel savings*.

**SPECIALTY**

Custom design a specialty trailer to your exact hauling requirements.

---

**ALUMINUM vs. STEEL**

**PerfectFit System**

Featherlite has transformed the way you select your Featherlite trailer. The Featherlite PerfectFit System allows you to easily decide on and customize your trailer around you and your life.

---

**Own the Best! Own a Featherlite!**

Contact this area Featherlite dealer for details:

**Race/Car Hauler.** Haul multiple vehicles with work area, lounge and upper deck.

**Classroom & training trailers.** Go onsite for training & educational seminars.

**Mobile Disaster Response.** Relief organizations can respond quickly to disasters.

**Mobile Command Center.** Mobile response unit.

**Mobile Medical Trailer.** On site medical, research or response unit.

**Mobile HazMat Trailer.** Quick response.

**Race/Car Hauler.** Haul multiple vehicles with work area, lounge and upper deck.

---

Scan now for more information on Featherlite’s full line of trailers.

---

**Ask your Dealer about loans & leases on new trailers!** Competitive Rates. Convenient, Flexible Payment Options. Fixed Rates.

- Phone 563.547.6000  Toll free 800.800.1230  Email besttrailers@fthr.com

- Fax 563.547.6100

- Address Hwy. 63 & 9, Cresco, IA 52136

---

Featherlite Inc. reserves the right to change or alter these specifications without notice. Some trailers shown with optional equipment. © 04/2020 Featherlite Inc. Printed in the United States.